Citation Skew in Plastic Surgery Journals: Does the Journal Impact Factor Predict Individual Article Citation Rate?
Citation skew refers to the unequal distribution of citations to articles published in a particular journal. We aimed to assess for the existence of citation skew within plastic surgery journals and to determine whether the journal impact factor (JIF) is an accurate indicator of the citation rates of individual articles. We identified all journals within the field of plastic and reconstructive surgery using the Journal Citation Report (JCR). The number of citations in 2018 for all individual articles published in 2016 and 2017 was abstracted. A total of 33 plastic surgery journals were identified comprising 9,823 articles. The citation distribution showed right skew with the majority of articles having either 0 or 1 citation (40% and 25%, respectively). A total of 3,374 (34%) articles achieved citation rates similar to or higher than their journal's IF while 66% of articles failed to achieve a citation rate equal to the JIF. Review articles achieved higher citation rates (median, 2) when compared to original articles (median,1); p<0.0001. Overall, 50% of articles contributed to 93.7% of citations and 12.6% of articles contributed to 50% of citations. A weak positive correlation was found between the number of citations and the JIF (r=0.327, p<0.0001). Citation skew exists within plastic surgery journals similar to other fields of biomedical science. Most articles did not achieve citation rates equal the JIF with a small percentage of articles having a disproportionate influence on citations and the JIF. Therefore, the JIF should not be used to assess the quality and impact of individual scientific work.